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Market Research - Likely Competitors
Write each business's name and fill out their answers in the column below

Question 1:

Question 2:

Question 3:

Question 4:

Question 5:

#1____________________________
______________

#2___________________________
_________



Worksheet: Finding new prospects
How do customers find the company or product they want?
some examples:
- personal referrals from customers, colleagues, or co-op members; 
- tabling at events or trade shows; 
- through an online web search or referral directory; 
- through another organization like a visitors' center or housing referral center; 
- volunteering and networking in like-minded organizations; 
- free press and PR from winning awards or doing newsworthy things; 
- offering expert advice through a workshop, class, or blog; 
- visibility - shirts, signs on vehicles, job site signs;
- referrals from government or other incentive programs
- your product is visible/available at retail shops
- they see an advertisement in a paper, on the radio or the internet, etc.

How do your current customers find out about you?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

What are more ways that you would like customers to be able to find you?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

How will you know how people are finding you?  Ask them!

Measure how people are finding you
 - Ask people when they call
 - Form on your website
 - A physical card or evaluation

always include an option for "repeat customer"

Make sure to tally this information onto a worksheet like this one, and review it at least once a 
month.



Worksheet: Keeping Repeat Customers

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

for example: if you chose "Quality", ask your customers, "Are you happy with the quality of our product?"

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

When businesses are successful and have been around serving happy customers for a long time, they can 
get in the fortunate position of working only for regular or repeat customers.  While they will lose customers 
here and there as people move away or don't need their services any more, the happy customers will 
generate more than enough new business to make up for it.  

What percentage of your business is from repeat customers?  (This should grow over time)  If you don't 
know, how can you track this number on a regular basis?

What can you do to make customers feel like a part of your community, singing your praises to their friends 
and neighbors, and coming back to you over and over again?

Ask customers to evaluate their experience with you:  What % say they would use your service again?  
Would recommend you to a friend?

Look back on your "Basis of Competition" worksheet.  You chose three things that will distinguish your 
business from your competitors.  Now write three evaluation questions to ask your customers, that relate to 
those qualities that set you apart.

1.  
______________________________________________________________________________________

2.  
______________________________________________________________________________________

3.  
______________________________________________________________________________________



Damage Control

Steps to remedy:
1.  Acknowledge your mistake
2.  Apologize
3.  Offer a remedy - make it right
4.  Get them to give you another chance
5.  Do a great job the next time
6.  Ask them for a better review this time
7.  Follow up an make sure that better review is public

Are there disgruntled customers out there giving you a bad name?  Posting bad reviews on 
yelp?  This is not just bad for your business, it's bad for our movement.  Being a 
cooperative means being part of the "cooperative" brand.

Look at the following yelp page for the business "At Home Realty" in Dorchester.  Read the 
comments from Alee G, Kristine A., and Kim P., and At Home's replies to the comments.  
Which responses do you think were effective?  Which were not effective?  Would you do 
business with At Home Realty?  What could they have said or done to fix the situation?
http://www.yelp.com/biz/at-home-real-estate-group-boston

These days, disgruntled customers are very likely to vent their frustrations on the internet.  
But you should also find out about customers who might be saying things like this to their 
friends and family in real life.  Always try to keep communicating with your current and 
former customers, and ask them frequently for their feedback and suggestions.



Demonstrating Demand for your product

What is the constraining factor?  
 - the number of customers and their spending power
 - your capacity (number of workers, machines/vehicles)
 

Estimate the size of your market
Estimate your share of that market

Example:  Dorchester Laundromat

1.  We picked a location where we wanted to locate a laundromat.

2.  We marked out the other local laundromats on a map.

3.  We drew a boundary around the area where our location would be the closest laundromat to the local 
residents.  This became our primary market area, assuming that most people will go to the closest laundromat.  

4.  Using census data, we estimated that there are about 1400 households in that area, mostly in three-decker 
buildings.

5.  We did a door-to-door survey of the target neighborhood to find out what percentage of housing had laundry 
in the building.  We found that 39% of households in our target market had no laundry facilities in their 
building, and that a further 20% of households sometimes used a laundromat even though they had laundry 
available in their buildings.  

6.  We learned from industry data that the average household does x loads of laundry per person per month.

7.  We learned by canvassing the other laundromats in the neighborhood that a load of laundry costs $x.xx on 
the average.  

8.  From this information, we were able to estimate that households in our target market are spending about 
$400-$500K per year at laundromats.

9.  We made a guess that we could capture between 40% and 70% of the market within the target area, so 
between $160K and $375K per year would come from local customers that patronized our laundromat because 
it was the closest one.



Worksheet: Where the customers look for information

Imagine a specific prospective customer that might need your service, in a few words.  For example: “a visitor 
to Providence who wants to spend a day seeing historical sites”, or “someone in Worcester who wants to have 
a video made of their wedding”

Customer:______________________________________________________________________________

Now imagine you are that person, and think of where you would look to find the right company for the product 
or service you need.  (Even better, ask people like this where they would look).  Now imagine yourself in their 
shoes, and go through the process of looking for a referral using those methods.  For example, someone 
looking for a videographer for a wedding might: ask for referrals from friends; look in the directory of a regional 
bridal magazine, or do an internet search.)

Where will they look? →
Fill in the top three 
places your customer will 
look for a product or 
service.

What businesses will 
they find out about when 
they look/ask?

Is your business among 
the ones they will find?

How does your co-op 
look/sound in comparison 
to the other companies 
they find when they look? 
What message are the 
customers getting?

When they try to contact 
us for the first time, what 
is their experience like?

What will finally make 
them choose us over our 
competitor?

When they do business 
with us, what will they 
say about our company 
to others?

*how do you know this?  you survey them.  Or ask them. 

Hot Sauce example: brings us back to the product/customer circle.  Ask: who is the person that is looking for 
our product?  then ask, What are most of our potential customers looking for?



Where are some places people look for:

Who will they find when they look?

Are we one of the businesses they will find?

Why do you think they they pick us over the others they will find?  Does that message communicate when your 
potential customer is considering who to contact?

What will their experience be like when they first try to contact us?  

At what point will they decide to use us instead of someone else? 

What will they say about us after they’ve chosen to do business with us?



Marketing without advertising

The wonderful book Marketing Without Advertising by Michael Phillips and Salli Rasberry outlines an approach 
to marketing that is based on providing extraordinary customer service, and letting your happy customers do 
the marketing for you.  They outline some ideas for marketing activities that demonstrate your product or 
service, and make your customer feel like they are part of a community of users of your business.  Cooperative 
businesses especially should all own this book and refer to it frequently.  

A summary of the advice offered in Marketing Without Advertising:

1.  Offer outstanding products and service: make sure your customers are happy with your service and the 
way you treated them through the process.

2.  Make yourself easy to find and understand: your signage, web site, personal presentation, and labeling 
of your product should all be clear, consistent, eye-catching, and uncluttered.  

3.  Pay attention to your image and reputation: everyone who interacts with your business will have 
something to say about it, so make sure they are saying the right things.  Don’t think only of customers - your 
vendors, subcontractors, professional advisors, competitors, and even people you interviewed for a job and 
declined, will all talk about your business to others, so make sure they are saying you were professional, 
courteous, and honest.

4.  Treat dissatisfied people well: take responsibility for your mistakes, and ask dissatisfied customers and 
colleagues for another chance to get it right.  Then get it right.

5.  Cultivate a community around your business: make people feel like they are part of a community 
organized around your business’s values. Create opportunities for them to interact with each other, and keep 
them engaged with your business, even after they have purchased your product or service.

6.  Personal referrals from customers, employees, and colleagues are your most important marketing 
activity: Don’t just sit back and wait for people to refer your business to others, ask them directly if they will 
refer you to others.  Then thank them when they do, including a small gift of appreciation.  

7.  Engage in marketing activities like samples, demonstrations, and workshops: Direct these at your 
own target market, and also take advantage of “parallel marketing”, by getting the attention of customers of 
businesses with similar values to yours.

8.  Do advertise, but don’t rely on advertising: Some advertising, such as simple listings in printed or online 
directories, are effective if they make your business easier to find.  Using Google Adwords and similar services 
can help your business show up in searches when people are looking for businesses like yours.
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